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Priority to Rural DEvelopment
2020 Budget

The Government is taking steps to transform the 
Samurdhi Development Movement into a rural 
development movement that is not limited to 
poverty alleviation programs, but revitalizes the 

economy and integrates with modern trends in 
ensuring food security.

This was revealed by the Minister of Finance 
Basil Rajapaksa while presenting his 

inaugural budget in Parliament recently. This is 
how the budget for 2022 was presented.

Among the budget proposals were several 
proposals that would propel the Samurdhi 
Development Movement, Sri Lanka's foremost 
poverty alleviation movement, on a new path. The 
Minister further stated that the selection of 
beneficiaries for social welfare and relief 
programs will be done on a scientific and logical 
basis from now on. According to President 
Gotabhaya Rajapaksa's Vision for Prosperity policy 
statement, the Samurdhi Development Movement 
is already successfully implementing many 
livelihood development programs to empower the 
rural masses.

Two years of glorious administration 
among Challenges

This is the second anniversary of 
a visionary government

To rebuild a prosperous country 
that has dispelled fears

To make the land that was once 
barren land a workplace again
To spread the trumpet blast in 

the Thun Hela with the pledge to 
save the things that protect the 

season.
The greetings of the families of 

the empowered nation  ..!

Samurdhi Director-General and
The overall staff of the Samurdhi 

Development Department

Long Live and
Prosper...!

Happy Birthday to 
the Hon. Prime 

Minister Mahinda 
Rajapaksa who 

dedicated himself for 
the sake of the 
children born 

tomorrow, for the 
eradication of the 

fear of war and for 
the perpetuation of 
Sadaham Deepa ..!

Samurdhi Banks 
and Livelihood 
Development 
Services are 
being formalized.

Under the 
One-Stop concept, 
all services are 
under one roof.

Poverty to be 
alleviated from 
entrepreneurship 
development...



The extraordinary elephant climbed on the trapeze
And hung there by his knees
In a manner sure to please,
While a wondering crowd gathered about.
The monkey, when he heard their admiring shout,
Upon a high trapeze,
With the very greatest ease,
Hanging by his tail, whirled around and in and out.
But in vain is all his skill, for the wise crowd only sees
The extraordinary elephant hanging hy his knees.

when i started to change what i ate,
i felt some more vibrant like a pitted date,
starting to minisize sugary foods,
really impacted my brighter moods,
of course ill have the occasional snacks,
but now eating lushious fruits and vegs,
ill never look back,
enjoying cooking creative colorful foods,
is quite therpautic,
& does wonders for my moods,
or even cooking for two,
even making a tasty salad,
for.vegan bunnies,
or two

hippy-binky bop
jumping to the brightful greens
eyes gazed wide open

anonymous

MissB2021

MissB2021

The Extraordinary Elephant

BunnyMontyMoo

colorfulness

A budget is simply a document that describes how the 
administration of a state within a set limit will generate revenue 
and expenditure over the coming year. In a country where 
parliamentary democracy exists, the most popular term used by 
parliamentarians to refer to a document known as the 
Appropriation Bill is 'Budget'. In the Annual Calendar of the 
Parliament of Sri Lanka, the presentation of the Annual Budget 
and the Debate that follows, any such legislation and resolution, 
which is debated in Parliament in any given year, takes 
precedence over the majority. Like any other Bill introduced in 
Parliament, the Budget becomes law after it is passed by the 
House for the first, second and third readings.

 If such an important budget specifies the procedures and 
financial allocations within an institutional structure dedicated to 
the people of the country, then that institution and its role should 
be at a particular level. The importance of the Samurdhi 
Development Movement and the institutional structure that 
enables it to be so important is evident in this year's budget 
statement. The inaugural budget of the present Hon. Minister of 

Finance Basil Rohana Rajapaksa was the Budget for 2022. According 
to the statement, the Samurdhi Development Movement is a network 
of public relations that strengthens the rural colony and builds close 
ties with the rural financial system.

 The main objective of the Samurdhi Development Program is to 
safeguard the lives of the people by providing guidelines for the 
empowerment of the low-income, low-income rural community. 
Decades have passed since the inception of the Samurdhi movement, 
but there were times when work did not reflect how those goals were 
achieved. Hundreds of thousands of Samurdhi recipients gathered at 
one time during the period of good governance without any logical 
basis. At the same time, the affiliated organizations spent the capital 
of the Samurdhi movement without any hesitation or productivity.

A finance minister who was very sensitive to all these issues publicly 
stated that he would take action to rectify the mistake made by 
anyone in presenting the budget this time. Accordingly, he explained 
that Samurdhi recipients are selected on a rational basis and subject 
to scientific methods and how to strengthen the lives of the people by 
introducing new methods to lift the rural masses out of poverty.

It is commendable that the Department of Samurdhi Development 
has already taken a number of actions in line with the statement 
made by the Minister of Finance. Advances in New World Technology 
have opened up the easiest way for rural people to utilize livelihood 
development, modernizing the Samurdhi Bank network and creating 
a system that enables Samurdhi Bank customers to fulfill their service 
needs in any part of the country. This year's budget proposes to 
further develop this system and to establish a Samurdhi Bank in every 
village where all services are available under one roof. It's a great 
step. It also seeks to end the entrepreneurship of empowering 
low-income families, creating an environment in which Samurdhi 
recipients do not grow. In light of all this, the measures taken by the 
present regime in the face of a global epidemic are to be applauded.

Congratulations on the future of the Samurdhi move-
ment that will lead to the empowerment of the rural 
masses and the financial outcome of a prosperous 

Sri Lanka ..!
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150 Counseling Diploma Holders Unveiled 
by SAmurdhi

Priyantha Kumara Kariyawasam
Manager

Media Division
Department of Samurdhi Development 

In measuring the development of a country, social development 
is considered as an important factor as well as the economic 
progress achieved. Organizations that have emerged on a 
universal basis are attempting to measure the countries of the 
world by a single yardstick, changing development metrics over 
time. As a result, countries around the world are now being 
categorized by different humanities, such as the Happiness Index, 
the Peer Index, the Human Resource Development Index, the 
Competitiveness Index, and the Corruption Perceptions Index.

These indicators measure and position the peoples of the world 
under a single yardstick, each of which seeks to understand the 
situation of the country, both within the country and its rulers, and 
within its own standards.

Therefore, the countries of the world are mainly classified as 
three developing and undeveloped countries under each of the 
three categories. Every country strives to highlight social 
development as a more important factor.

It can be understood in the fullest sense of the word that social 
development is broader than the economy. It would be a difficult 
factor to distinguish that which cannot be directly stated as this. 
But today, literacy, health, and education have been transformed 
into a measurable phenomenon.

The Samadhi program is also a development-oriented 
enterprise in our country, which on the other hand operates as a 
state-owned enterprise. Each year, new programs are introduced, 
financial allocations are made, and the community and officials 
are made aware.

The Net Finance Division, Livelihood Development Division, 
Enterprise and Training Division, Social Development and 
Environment Divisions established within the Department of 
Samurdhi Development have been guided in this process. The 
aim and objective of the programs implemented annually in each 
of these sectors is to liberate the low-income, subsidized 
beneficiaries from the rural level and turn them into a self-reliant 
community.

Steps have been taken to provide a 'Diploma in Psychological 
Counseling' for officers directly involved in social development 
work throughout the island, based on the new needs identified 
through the experience of the past decade in popularizing active 
programs in the field of Social Development and Environment. 
Under this, all District and Divisional Secretaries Arrangements 
were made to provide this training course theoretically and 
practically to 160 selected officers covering divisions.

The National Institute of Social Development and the 
Department of Samurdhi Development had jointly prepared an 
annual course for this purpose and facilitated the educational 
activities through the affiliates of the National Institute of 
Samurdhi Development in Colombo, Ranana and 
Anuradhapura.

The awarding of diplomas to 151 officers of the department 
who successfully completed this course was held on 17.11.2021 

at Sethsiripaya Phase 2.
6.04 million was spent for this course under the provisions of the 

Department. Accordingly, the expected role of launching such a 
program was to achieve the objectives of the Samurdhi program 
by maintaining the mental health of the people living 
psychologically and contributing to the economic development 
work of the country. Accordingly, it is hoped that the officers who 
have completed the course and become diploma holders will 
perform this role better in their respective areas of duty. It is no 
secret that the low-income people of the country are facing a 
number of unforeseen problems in the current Kovid epidemic. 
They have to face many psychological problems due to blockage 
of their sources of income, restriction of products and supplies, 
difficulty in obtaining essential goods and services, and inability 
to maintain their daily activities properly.

Children are also psychologically distressed due to the 
restrictions on schooling. Accordingly, the time has come for these 
new diploma holders to put their skills to the test.

Just as it was once the number one country in the world in terms 
of suicides, people suffering from many socio-economic and 
political crises today are inevitably depressed.

But we must constantly strive to be people who face everything 
in relation to the people. Therefore, this is the most valuable time 
period that should be directed to the person who needs the 
services of Diploma holders in Psychological Counseling today.

Accordingly, they should expand counseling services at the 
village and regional levels, identify counseling needs, provide 
counseling services needed to balance their mental health 
conditions, and direct those who need to be directed beyond the 
professional level to the relevant agencies.

The objectives of introducing and implementing this program 
will be achieved only if the social landscape can be restored to its 
former state in such a critical and catastrophic environment.

I hope diploma holders understand the burden of keeping 
children, women, young people, and the adult community in a 
healthy mindset, without having to listen to the news that domestic 
violence, violence against women and child abuse have 
increased over the years. .

Therefore, all diploma holders should have the strength and 
courage to pursue guidance, encouragement, counseling and 
service to their clients, even if counseling is needed, and to deliver 
their services to their clients and to bring about the prospects of 
the Department and the Government's Prosperous Tomorrow.
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2020 Budget..

inaugural budget in Parliament recently. 
This is how the budget for 2022 was 
presented.

Among the budget proposals were several 
proposals that would propel the Samurdhi 
Development Movement, Sri Lanka's 
foremost poverty alleviation movement, on a 
new path. The Minister further stated that the 
selection of beneficiaries for social welfare 
and relief programs will be done on a 
scientific and logical basis from now on. 
According to President Gotabhaya 
Rajapaksa's Vision for Prosperity policy 
statement, the Samurdhi Development 
Movement is already successfully 
implementing many livelihood development 
programs to empower the rural masses.

The 2022 Budget proposes to transform 
Samurdhi Banks into a business hub with 
modern facilities that meet all the financial 
needs of the rural population. Accordingly, 
Samurdhi Bank will be modernized as the 
closest bank to the rural people and as a 
guide to the rural financial sector that meets 
all financial needs.

The objective is to reorganize Samurdhi 
Bank into an ONE STOP SHOP that can bring 
all services and facilities for micro and small 
enterprise development under one roof.

The Department of Samurdhi Development 
has completed the networking of Samurdhi 
Banks over the past year, accomplishing a 
number of functions that have been a 
blessing in disguise. Accordingly, its 
customers will be able to transact 
simultaneously across all Samurdhi Banks 
island wide. That is, any Samurdhi account 
holder in any part of the island can make 
financial transactions from any Samurdhi 
Bank island wide. 

Sooriyawewa Samurdhi Development Officers Identifying Entrepreneurs 
Awareness on Directing Samurdhi Beneficiaries for Economic and Social 
Mission Suriyawewa Headquarters Samurdhi Managers including 
Samurdhi Managers and all Samurdhi Development Officers 
participated.

Entrepreneurs of new world from 
Sooriyaweva

A new beginning in life from 
Samurdhi Arunalu

JP Ranjith
Samurdhi Communicator Sooriyawewa 

With the blessings of Mrs. S. Sivashree Gee, Divisional Secretary, 
Tellipalai, the opportunity to send 15 selected beneficiaries to the Training 
Center at Kurunegala for training in business ventures under the 
Samurdhi Arunalu Livelihood Development Scheme was launched 
recently.

Selavthureyi Eesvaran 
Samurdhi Communicator Thellipalai

Samurdhi Banks on par with leading 
banks that meet the needs of the 

rural people under one roof
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Winners of the Samurdhi Housing Lottery August 2021
MATALE

DMEGDingiriManike
G G  GHANALATHA
H M Premalatha
KG RAMMANIKE
TG Herath Banda
M G muthuban
P G Chandrarathna
I G  Piyoris
DKGSHANTHI
KG Koin Menika
PGNILANKA NIROSHANI KUMARI

1145672
4597656
3673132
5064351
4271393
3713601
3622379
4165034
3146798
3072255
839351

Pallepola
Yatawatta
Matale
Ambanganga Korale
Laggala-Pallegama
Wilgamuwa
Galewela
Rattota
Ukuwela
Dambulla
Naula

AMPARA

WDSUNIL SANTHA
JMCHANDRIKA PRIYADARSHANI
P Punitha
MAkabar
Seeniththampi Pakavathi
K S AKEELA BANU
ARNasliya
W M  Rasikala Kumari
SAMILATHUMMA 
APATHTHUMMA
KBAmeena Ummha
 MA SULAIHA BEEVI
SINNATHTHAMPY KANESAN
K G  Ranjeth Hemalatha
A JENITHTHA
AMFathummah
B A PUNCHIMANIKA
AF FASLOON
BMWIJERATNE
Mrs S B Desika Hemamali

2211657
4452477
3045847
4712820
4602801
2342077
3690532
3568956
3793088
4069138
4900164
3642248
4517152
3185033
4993402
5029843
3462492
3571387
4238410
2259951

Uhana
Ampara
Navithanvelly
Samanthurai
Kalmunai Tamil
Sainthamarathu
Karaitivu
Dehiattakandiya
Ninthavur
Addalaichenai
Irakkamam
Akkaraipattu
Alayadiwembu
Damana
Thirukkovil
Pothuvil
Lahugala
Kalmunai Muslim
Padiyathalawa
Mahaoya

ANURADHAPURA

A Ranasinha
R Nilantha Kumara
Dammarathana Himi
Mapriyanthi Meepe Arachchi
Awthusharika Sanjeewanie
Mmsujiwa Kumari Wieasinha
Sorathi Suwaris
Janulawathi
Mr G G Punchi Banda 
Wannihamige Punhirala
H R  Podimanike
J W B  Madhuranga
K A Jayasri Swarna  Kumara
B Rovida
Syazeer
S A C Piyaseeli
Smenikhami
P Kumudulatha
K M Wasantha Kasthuri
H K M  Wasantha
M G Leelawathi
P Kairunisa

3809995
3706328
380641
4916042
287818
3649500
4575919
3645713
3280956
3648517
3579705
3757232
3509321
3996479
4571852
3097233
3090359
2568254
3565293
3131425
4971978
3701824

Mahavilachchiya
Nuwaragam Palatha C
Rambewa
Kahatagasdigiliya
Horowpothana
Galenbindunuwewa
Padaviya
Mihinthale
Nuwaragam Palatha East
Nachchadoowa
Nochchiyagama
Rajanganaya
Thambuttegama
Thalawa
Thirappane
Kekirawa
Palugaswewa
Kebithigollewa
Ipalogama
Galnewa
Palagala
Medawachchiya

BADULLA

RMMAHINDA KUMARA
RMIndika Wijebandara
Asanka Sunimal
GDHARJUNAL
WMChandrlatha
PRathnam
WD THISSA SUNIL
MRS RWMHINMANIKA
WK   DAMMIKA PRASANNA
WHpremalatha
VPUWANESHWARY
R GAWRISHANKAR
AMSMAriyawansha
DMGUNAPALA
DM JAYASUNDARA

4869259
4748337
4773077
4817261
4777324
4751078
4805426
4125398
4809766
4796821
4759998
4657252
4829797
4763178
4769040

Kandaketiya
Soranathota
Passara
Lunugala
Badulla
Hali-Ela
Uva-Paranagama
Mahiyanganaya
Welimada
Bandarawela
Ella
Haputale
Haldummulla
Rideemaliyadda
Meegahakivula

COLOMBO

WADMALLIKA
A  PREMI
K  Magilin
Rev  Okkampitiya Rahula
MRS GAYANI CHATURIKA
Malani Wikramasinghe
MF F Amasha
AWLEELAWATHI
ASELA SUPUN
KKUSUMALATHA
NILUKA SUDARSHANI
J V MANOJA PRIYADRSHANI
Andra Baduge Wijepala

4042162
2952005
3755235
4323072
4260050
4045506
5052885
3302578
3364439
3087269
4567014
4328906
272305

Homagama
Hanwella
Padukka
Maharagama
Sri Jayawardanapura Kotte
Thimbirigasyaya
Colombo
Dehiwala-Mount Lavinia
Ratmalana
Moratuwa
Kesbewa
Kolonnawa
Kaduwela

GALLE

Mr PA Somasiri 
P  T  Nimalawathe
MR P KARUNAPALA
THAWALAMA SUMANARATHANA
b m ajith gamini
KPDayas
B W  YASAWATHI
W RANATHUNGA
MR P GUNARATHNA
A   P   Indrawathi
KDINDRANI
 MR SANDAN MAYALAGAN
S  Priyanka
WH Rathnasiri
H  L  Karunadasa
UH MANORI RUCHIRANI
A  H   Nilmini Damayanthi
MM ACHALA NAWODANI
H Ranjith

2818152
2593320
2038739
2594212
2563710
4135021
3030261
2045061
2051307
2540490
5049772
4560026
2609670
5007708
3192336
2659305
2482689
2546012
2761388

Elpitiya
Niyagama
Thawalama
Neluwa
Nagoda
Baddegama
Benthota
Welivitiya-Divithura
Ambalangoda
Hikkaduwa
Galle Four Gravets
Bope-Poddala
Akmeemana
Yakkalamulla
Imaduwa
Habaraduwa
Gonapinuwala
Balapitiya
Karandeniya

BATTICALOA

Ponnuthurai Thevasinkam
Avsalama
Kuruthirakumar
Supramaniyan Suhasini
Acramsiya
Nthajina Umma
Seenithampy Murukupillai
Murukamoorthy Puvaneskumar
Seenithambi Maheswari
Thanaledsumi Kanakaretnam
Mohamed Ismail Asanathumma
 Subramaniyam Krishanpillai
Mohamed Ismail Nufail
Tsrimathi

4172107
4076865
3454222
3393335
3905105
3397419
3373622
3401296
4396367
4208870
3891327
4289751
4142190
4160458

Eravur Pattu
Eravur Town
Manmunai North
Manmunai West
Kattankudy
Manmunai Pattu (Arayampathy
Koralai Pattu North
Manmunai South-West
Porativu Pattu
Manmunai South&Eruvil Pattu
Koralaipattu Central
Koralai Pattu South (Kiran)
Koralai Pattu West (Oddamavadi)
Koralai Pattu (Valachchenai)

GAMPAHA

MPSomasiri
WP AJITH WICKRAMATUNGA
DARSHIKA DEWINDI
MSampath
YAPIYAWATHI CHANDRALATHA
M I FATHIMA FASEENA
M NAWFER
A G ABERATHNA
N THAMBIRAJA
PDPRIYANGIKA
P  NANDAWATHI
W R C WIKRAMA
T A PREMARATHNA

1502351
4105004
3081366
4950025
4112705
4387596
4854125
4835223
4346983
5002939
3741577
4244914
3733597

Mirigama
Minuwangoda
Wattala
Ja-Ela
Gampaha
Attanagalla
Negombo
Dompe
Mahara
Kelaniya
Biyagama
Katana
Divulapitiya

KILINOCHCHI

Markandu Murukesampillai
Sachchithananthan Suseelathevi
Kanakasapai Marakatham
Vadivel Karunanithy

2554302
2550751
4372194
3012754

Poonakary
Pachchilaipalli
Kandavalai
Karachchi

HAMBANTOTA

K AMARASINGHE
Mr N G Sumanawathi
K Karunadasa
L  H  ROHANA
KASPKumara
K SIRIWARDANA
SGLSomawathie
PMATIN
M PRIMAL LAKMADU
W PIYADASA
HKGWASANTHI
D G Nimal Priyantha

2848272
3305862
3538686
3822178
3172495
3319844
3827006
3855259
700921
4009190
461943
3881909

Hambantota
Ambalantota
Angunakolapelessa
Weeraketiya
Katuwana
Okewela
Sooriyawewa
Beliatta
Tangalle
WALASMULLA
Lunugamvehera
Thissamaharama

KALUTARA

W A  KUSUMALATHA
IChandralal
N  Wimalawathi
G Weerasena De Silwa
DNimalawathi Perera
RANASINGHA ARACHCHIGE KUMUDUNI
 Withanage Dhon Dharmasena
WIJITHA RANJITH
ALAHAKON MUDIYANSELAGE  AJITH KUMARA
Mr Devala Arachchige Chandrapala
MDHPriyan Senarathna
USD PRABATH ASANKA
A M D LALITH
HMDWEERASINGHE

4137963
4865520
4161867
4020086
4553380
4300348
4595177
1126657
3721323
3596796
4885400
4361229
4519743
4728057

Ingiriya
Bulathsinhala
Madurawela
Millaniya
Kalutara
Beruwala
Dodangoda
Panadura
Mathugama
Agalawatta
Palindanuwara
Walallavita
Bandaragama
Horana

KANDY

Mr S J M RIYAS
P Walliamma
WM BISO MENIKA
Y M Sunil Nawarathne
D Y G  LEELAWATHI
K G Gamini Nawarathne 
R N A Wimalasena
U D Athapaththu
P Wilsaon
KGHEENMEANIKE
AASWijerathna
K M RATHNA MANIKE
Aiyasami kamani
OGARIYADASA
SUBBRAMANIYAM GOBIRAJ
T G Indulawathi
U L N K LIYANAGE
WAamaravathi
H M  Sitha Kumarihami
I  Rayhana

3102330
1284333
4464134
4418264
2885776
2898329
3112216
2976046
2204787
4351681
5041011
3124762
2887876
1344558
2971106
2906403
2858551
1328555
2899722
3037485

Pathadumbara
Panvila
Udadumbara
Minipe
Medadumbara
Kundasale
Thumpane
Gangawatakorale
Harispattuwa
Hatharaliyadda
Yatinuwara
Udunuwara
Doluwa
Pathahewaheta
Delthota
Udapalatha
Ganga Ihala Korale
Pasbage Korale
Poojapitiya
Akurana

KEGALLE

Mrs  R A Sumanawathi
J P Silawathi
HSubramaniyam
B  PUSHPA KUMARA
N P Luvina
Rasappan anthoney amma
CM NIMALSIRI
E T DARMADASA
PGGunawardana
 PR Podi Menike
W P JAYASANA

3553595
3521024
3847803
3898042
3594841
3607146
4077431
3517474
3810802
4235386
4219759

Kegalle
Galigamuwa
Warakapola
Ruwanwella
Bulathkohupitiya
Yatiyanthota
Rambukkana
Dehiovita
Deraniyagala
Mawanella
Aranayaka

KURUNEGALA

A M RANBANDA
W B  PRASANNA PRIYADARSHANA
PM RANJANI PATHIRAJA
W M  THILAKARATHNA
R M SITHA PRIYANI
MR  M G  ANURA SHANTHA PIYADASA
A A  SUJATHA SIRIYALATHA
M D EGONIS
M G CHANDRA NAWARATHNA
B N NILUKA DAMAYANTHI
K A NIMALI PRIYADARSHANI
B A DIPIKA SUDARSHANI
S L AMINA UMMA 
W A M ASILIN NONA
J A CHADRALATHA
DARMADASA WITHARANA
MR  B M INTHIIYAS
HBENI LORANCE ARIYAWANSA
M A FATHIMA RIHANA
JPAGUNATHILAKE
MISS W A LEELAWATHI
K M  PUTHRA INDIKA BANDARA
SAWIMALAWATHI
S P SUMANAWATHI
P G TITUS SUSANTHA
R D SRIYANI HEMALATHA
NMSUMANAWATHI ABESINHA
M   KANTHI  MALANI
RPSUNIL
K A KUMARASINHA

3887449
5034483
4996270
3779062
4415833
3868482
4283863
4267873
4896095
4505834
4312968
3914347
3532039
3879638
4459237
3802390
4001112
4366532
5079495
3803164
4409599
3832011
4150833
3785471
4455284
3777064
4880505
4258313
5052800
4565488

Ambanpola
Kotavehera
Rasnayakapura
Nikaweratiya
Mahawa
Polpithigama
Giribawa
Ibbagamuwa
Ganewatta
Wariyapola
Kobeigane
Bingiriya
Panduwasnuwara
Paduwasnuwara East 
Bamunakotuwa
Maspotha
Kurunegala
Mallawapitiya
Galgamuwa
Mawathagama
Rideegama
Weerambugedara
Kuliyapitiya East
Kuliyapitiya West
Udubaddawa
Pannala
Narammala
Alawwa
Polgahawela
Ehetuwewa

JAFFNA

RASENTHIRAM AKILAN
MAKENTHIRAM KAPILAN
PANSADSARAM   PIRATHEEBAN
Kiddinan Ransan
ALPIRAD ANTHONIPPILLAI
Mr Periyathambi Puvanenthiram
 Christhurasa Lapoan Nirojan
Nallathamby Jegatheeswaran
RASATHURAI ENATHAN 
SRISKANTHARAJA SANTIRA
APPUTHURAI NANTHAKUMAR
Rosalin Premathas
Thambaiya Sivagnanam
MUHUNTHAN MANIKKASOTHY
NKukathas

3234801
3240227
3324070
3231959
3218298
3216425
3158145
3026112
3336451
3798129
3163033
3220307
3160894
5056033
3202513

Tellipallai)
Uduvil)
Valikamam East 
Karaveddy
Maruthnkerny
Point Pedro
Kayts
Chavakachcheri)
Nallur
Jaffna
Velanai
Delft
Karainagar
Chankanai
Sandilipay

MATARA

HHABEPALA
MR R D S KUMARA
MADUSHANKA RUWAN KUMARA
L G H Dayasena
J V JENNONA
Mr Wlion Jayasekara
AA RATHNAWALEE
H  A  WARUNI KULARATHNA
J JAMIS
WSPATHMINI
A P Kamal
P H  Daya Indrasiri
KA Gayan Kumara
 KA Nandana Pradeep Kumara
M A Pemadasa
KPriyantha

4860251
3258665
2869907
3251358
2789815
3293922
3197482
3271179
3143080
5038239
3249422
2938668
1271831
4297961
4493226
1225974

Mulatiyana
Athuraliya
Akuressa
Welipitiya
Malimbada
Kamburupitiya
Pitabeddara
Hakmana
Kirinda Puhulwella
Thihagoda
Weligama
Four Gravets
Devinuwara
Dickwella
Kotapola
Pasgoda

MONARAGALA

D M  Madura  Darmappriya
R M sudubanda
R M Sudumanika
S H PUNCHINONA
MKSELLAMMA
BK BANDARA
R  M  SUMANASENA
H A  GUNADASA
GGAjith Keerthi Kumara
T M Muthumenika
A G  SIRIWARDANA

1487263
3562340
1398101
4449445
4628198
2394228
3154925
3759249
2397926
3270406
3906837

Siyambalanduwa
Moneragala
Badalkumbura
Wellawaya
Buttala
Katharagama
Bibile
Thanamalvila
Sevanagala
Madulla
Medagama

NUWARA ELIYA

RMSHIROMI
LWGKAMALAWATHI
PSammuga Wadam
K M K G HEENBANDA
GMWMARIYAWANSHA

201030
220733

3840685
4336397
189455

Nuwara Eliya
Ambagamuwa
Kothmale
Hanguranketha
Walapane

POLONNARUWA

ABAMEERA
RE SANGARAKKHITHA THERO
J MILTAN JAYASINGHA
W G MUTHU MENIKA
R P Ranjith Rathnayaka
S M BISOMANIKE
R M  ANURA VIJESOORIYA

100500
2838480
2840357
3289324
2872288
2850678
2750706

Welikanda
Dimbulagala
Thamankaduwa
Elahera
Hingurakgoda
Medirigiriya
Lankapura

PUTTALAM

HGENADASA
A M F NIHARA
JANAWATHI
HMLRANMANIKA
L P SUMANAWATHI
W A HARSHI MADUKA
P AJITH APUHAMY
RM SURASINGHA
W N D PREMADASA RAJARATHNA
W SURESH SANJAYA
MGAYAN FERNANDO
W  MARTHA MARIYA
WILACHCHIYE WIMALASARA THERO
MR N NAWARATHNA
H U ASATH
ANUWAN CHAMARA PERERA

4962507
3763596
5020078
2154016
3752011
3714300
4612793
3912551
3361211
5026381
2601280
3319032
2386473
2373554
4467983
4975867

Nawagattegama
Puttalam
Mundalama
Mahakumbukkadawala
Anamaduwa
Pallama
Kalpitiya
Arachchikattuwa
Chilaw
Madampe
Mahawewa
Nattandiya
Wennappuwa
Dankotuwa
Vanathavilluwa
Karuwalagaswewa

RATNAPURA

Y A D Hemapala
PDMENIKE
MR R ANNAMALE
MR  P  V  CHANDRADASA
MR  G  PIYASENA
PWUDARIS
HPGamini Sarath Kumara
MR W I NIMAL RATHNASIRI
MR M A SIRISENA
UPODINA
PHGunasingha
 AB SENEVIRATHNA 
JThilakawathi Menike
SARATHCHANDEA RATHNAWEERA
SDL De Silva
AAWEERARATHNA
MRS  H K KARUNAWATHI

4578031
4685942
4472992
4697170
4481574
4318359
4874399
2756424
4607651
4955512
4693129
4978283
4667989
4637777
4910601
5018401
4469665

Ratnapura
Imbulpe
Balangoda
Opanayaka
Pelmadulla
Elapatha
Eheliyagoda
Ayagama
Kalawana
Nivithigala
Kahawatta
Godakawela
Weligepola
Embilipitiya
Kolonna
Kuruvita
Kiriella

TRINCOMALEE

PBSandya Kumari
 Navaradnarajah Arun Diron
M S Bathurdeen
WMChaminda Kumarasiri
MSAKAPOOR
Abdul Raheem Rahumaniya
MR NGSIRIL
shsaripunisa
JEEVA  REEVAN
KFairoos
K Chanadrasekara

5075892
3680957
2288859
4619492
3634238
3490376
3482061
3483475
4716015
3696544
1558113

Morawewa
Trincomalee Town and Gravets
Thambalagamuwa
Kantalai
Kinniya
Muttur
Padavi Sri Pura
Serunuwara
Verugal
Kuchchaveli
Gomarankadawala

VAVUNIYA

Abthul kapoor Anaf
GNanthakumari
PSirisena
MMakeswary

3381325
3357462
2935864
3352920

Vengalacheddikulam
Vavuniya North
Vavuniya South
Vavuniya

MANNAR

Soosaipillai Thevathayalan
Badur Saman Fais
SenthilnathanVikneswary
Kiristhoku Santhiyoku
Arumugam Thiyagarajah

2443097
2438821
2924996
2434704
2421269

Nanaddan
Musalai
Mannar Town
Manthai West
Madhu

MULLATHIVU

Paramalingam Thavamani
 Thangesvaran Kamala
Kalanithy Santhiramalar
Miranda Rathivanaja
DSKRASHIKA DAMAYANTHI
Thangavel Muththukkumar

1905740
1916173
1902575
1917350
3688009
2034890

Oddusuddan
Maritimepattu
Welioya
Thunukkai
Manthai East
Puthukudiyiruppu
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Samurdhi Entrepreneurship Training Program at Horowpathana 
Divisional Secretariat ...
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Donation of machinery for the cinnamon industry which is the 
main economic crop of the area to be used for livelihood 
development activities for the Samurdhi based organizations in 
the Karandeniya Divisional Secretariat under the patronage of the 
Member of Parliament Shan Wijayalal Silva.

Distribution of fruit plants to Samurdhi recipients in Dehiwala for 
the promotion of Saubhagya Home Gardening ...

Distribution of goods to the beneficiaries of Samurdhi projects in 
Weerambugedara Divisional Secretariat Division for livelihood 
development by the Member of Parliament Prof. Charitha Herath 
...

Entrepreneurship training program to educate officials to 
empower 200,000 subsidized families in Palagala ...

Distribution of plastic water tanks to 44 selected families in 
Welimada Divisional Secretariat ...
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Welimada Samurdhi Communicator Manjula Saminda 
Kumarage

photo
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SAMURDHI



Moana
Home Sweet home

Spotty was a dog who lived in a small town with others of his kind. His days were spent pleasantly as he foraged for food with 
others and dozed in the shades when the afternoon sun was at its hottest. He played and enjoyed a lot with his friends.

Once the town was struck with famine. There was no food and Spotty grew restless with hunger. Soon he became very feeble. 
He thought to himself, “This town has nothing to offer now-no food and no fun. I will go to the city. I am sure I will find food 
and frolic to my heart’s content.” Thus the next day at the break of dawn Spotty set out for the city. Once in the city he was 
indeed lucky. He found a house with a place in the back-yard where all waste food was dumped. Spotty ate the delicious 
leftovers every day and grew stout in a few days.

One day the pet dogs of the house-owner were roaming loose in the backyard. As .soon as they detected Spotty they attacked 
him. They dug their sharp teeth into Spotty’s soft and stout flesh. With deep wounds and torn flesh Spotty ran to save his life.

Spotty did not stop running till he reached back his home town. At once his old friends greeted him and the dogs enquired 
of him, “Dear friend, what was it like in the city? Did you have much fun? Surely your health shows that there is no lack of food 
there but how did you hurt yourself?”

In reply, Spotty said, “Oh yes friends, city life has its advantages but there is no place like home, even if there is no food here 
at least I am loved and welcomed amidst my own brethren. ” By saying this he proceeded to tell his tale to his friends.

Home, Sweet, Home
One day as i was walking home from school I realized i have never been on vacation. When I got home I asked my mom if 

we would be able to go on vacation this summer. She said she would have to talk to my dad. So when my dad got home from 
work she told him the whole story. My dad said it was a good idea. So whenever school ended we packed our things and were 
on our way. We were going to Myrtle Beach and it took 12 hours to get there. The time passed quickly because I slept half way 
there. When I woke up I decided to watch movies on the my moms laptop. I had brought a bunch of movies and by the time 
we got there i had already watched three. Right when we got there I wanted to got straight to the beach but my parents said 
we had to unpack first and eat. so I unpacked as fast as I could. Then we ate, but I had eaten so fast I got the hiccups. Finally 
we got to the beach and I ran straight for the water. I loved swimming I thought it was so much fun. Then the day was over and 
we went back to our condo. I had to go to sleep, but I just couldn't fall asleep. I kept thinking of all my friends and sleeping in 
my own bed back at home. The rest of the week went by so slow I had fun but I couldn't start thinking of home. On our way 
back home I fell asleep for the whole ride. Once we got home I grabbed mt stuff and said "Home, sweet, home!"

Home, Sweet, Home
I was barely an adult the first time I realized it.
missing homeIt hit me like a ton of bricks.
Once you leave the place you grew up and make a home somewhere else – you’re probably going to miss somewhere 

forever. That used to make me sad.
It was several years later, when I’d lived in about a dozen different places I called ‘home’, that I realized I loved it. That ‘home’ 

can be wherever I want, and for as long as I want. There was no more missing.
When I lived in the Caribbean, ‘home’ was the tiny cabin I shared on the massive cruise ship where I worked. In Scotland, it 

was the minuscule bunk in the bow of the steam boat – in Rome, it was the wild apartment with more plants and murals than 
furniture that I shared with my besties. You know, the place didn’t matter. The story I told about it did.

These were heady days of freedom while I travelled the world and it felt like there was no limit to what was possible and no 
fear – a few bills in my pocket and always a job to be found to get enough for the next meal or train fare.

The story I told got weighed down some years later.
The story of commitment to a person, a place, a job, a whole new life
And though it was exactly what I’d always wanted, always dreamed of, the story felt like a heavy burden.
The burden of responsibility, planning and worry for the future.
And with that came that familiar old missing….again.
Missing my first home, missing my freedom, missing all the people who had left my life for various reasons, missing a sense 

of security.
And it was all a story.
Seriously, just a story.
Over the last few years, I’ve realized this so intensely. There’s never any reason to be weighed down, never a reason to suffer. 

It’s only what we’re believing and the story we’re telling that creates this.
I’m still committed – to my life, my family, my home with all the responsibility that comes with this – and yet I feel free again.
It’s not because it’s easy and I get to pretend I’m 22 again. It’s not because I have no concerns or challenges.
It’s because I choose which stories I want to tell.
And I tell a story of freedom and love.
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Under the Samurdhi Livelihood Development 
Program, the Project Division of the Mahawa 
Divisional Secretariat provided sewing machines to 
the beneficiaries under the patronage of the 
Mahawa Divisional Secretary and the People's 
Representatives at the Divisional Secretariat.

G.A.P. Kumara 
Samurdhi Communicator

 Nochchiyagama

Training on “Roles of Field Officers” for 
Samurdhi Field Officers in Nochchiyagama 
Zone was held at the Nochchiyagama 
Divisional Secretariat. Anuradhapura District 
Division Audit Officer M. Mr. Shantha Kumara 
delivered the keynote address..

Special training program 
for Nochchiyagama field 

officers ...

DMIP Dissanayake
Samurdhi Communicator

Rideegama

A program entitled 'Entrepreneurship 
Development Training' for the self-employed 
beneficiaries in the Homagama Division 
under the program of developing a 
fully-fledged household economy residential 
economy was launched under the patronage 
of Divisional Secretary of Homagama B. A. D. 
Chinthaka. It was held at the auditorium of 
the Divisional Secretariat.

Distributes industrial 
project equipment 

for the upliftment of 
Rideegama 

With the objectives of uplifting the living 
standards of the Samurdhi recipients and 
low income earners in the Rideegama 
Divisional Secretariat Division, the 
distribution of equipment for livelihood 
projects was symbolic, with 60% government 
contribution to the beneficiaries as per the 
priority list. 

        Chamila Priyangika Jayatunga
Samurdhi Communicator

 Homagama

R.H.M. Wasantha Rajakaruna
Samurdhi Communicator

Rasnayakapura

Sewing machines 
provided to Mahawa 
Samurdhi recipients...

Janaka
  Project Assistant Mahawa

      B.K. Aruna Sanjeewa
Samurdhi Communicator

 Ratmalana

The Pirith chanting of the Venerable Thero 
of the temple was held at Panvilatenna, 
Pitawala village in the Doluwa Divisional 
Secretariat Division.

The Samurdhi Development Officer 
Training Program for Identifying Beneficiaries 
at Domain Level for Enterprise Development, 
conducted in collaboration with the 
Department of Samurdhi Development and 
ULID, was held at the Divisional Secretariat, 
Rasnayakapura.

The first phase of the program to provide chickens 
as a source of income to Samurdhi recipients in the 
Ratmalana Divisional Secretariat Division was held 
recently at the Ratmalana Samurdhi Community 
Based Bank premises. On this day 300 pups were 
given to 30 families and another 1500 pups will be 
distributed in the future.

New house offered 
under Samurdhi 
housing program 

pays in the midst of 
Pirith chanting ...

 Entrepreneurship Development Training Programs 
to Boost Home Economy in Homagama

Samurdhi and Uleed to 
identify Samurdhi 

entrepreneurs

Chickens for nutrition 
and livelihood income 

of low-income 

Anoma Damayanthi
           Samurdhi Communicators

           Doluwa

Regional
News

0112 873 802

samurdhimedia2020@gmail.com

0714 769 197
The greatest glory in living 
lies not in never falling, but 
in rising every time we fall. 

Department of Samurdhi Development
Ministry of Finance
Ministriy of Samurdhi, Home Economy,
Microfinance, Self Employment and Business Development

Media Division


